Refer to the contract documents for dimensions, grades, and additional requirements for permeable interlocking pavers and associated improvements.

1. Permeable interlocking pavers as specified in the contract documents.
2. 2 inch minimum permeable pavement bedding aggregate to accommodate imperfections in the permeable pavement filter aggregate layer.
3. Permeable pavement storage aggregate thickness as specified in the contract documents.
4. Set PCC edge restraint 1/4 inch below pavers.

Alley Width (as specified)

- Permeable Pavers
- Bedding Aggregate
- Filter Aggregate
- Storage Aggregate

Slope subgrade at 1%.

Place filter aggregate around underdrain.

Install 6" perforated underdrain collector.

Place engineering fabric over subgrade and up sides of excavation.

6" PCC Edge Restraint

4" Layer of Filter Aggregate

Storage Aggregate